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ABSTRACT: Conformational properties of amphiphilic stiff-chain macromolecules in concentrated solutions
in poor solvent have been studied via computer modeling. We have found that the conformational state of
macromolecules in such systems depends on the macromolecular stiffness and on the way the solution has been
prepared. Thus, if the concentration of globules increased from a very diluted solution, the globules remain stable,
independent of the macromolecular stiffness, and do not aggregate even in concentrated solutions. On the other
hand, if the solvent quality is gradually decreased in a solution with a concentration much larger than that of a
semidilute solution, then relatively flexible chains form separate globules, whereas semirigid macromolecules
tend to aggregate and form braid-like conformations. The results obtained agree with the published experimental
data and can be used for directed synthesis of macromolecules modeling the behavior of biopolymers.
1. Introduction
As a rule, water-soluble macromolecules contain both hy-
drophilic and hydrophobic groups in each monomeric unit and
are amphiphilic in this sense. Many synthetic polymers (poly-
(1-vinylamidazole), poly-(N-isopropylacrylamide), poly-(2-ethy-
lacrylic acid), and so on) are thus amphiphilic at the single
monomeric unit level and so are protein molecules and single
chains of DNA macromolecules.
Being located in a continuous emulsion phase, monomeric
units of amphiphilic macromolecules often tend to arrange
themselves at the interfaces and not in the emulsion bulk, so
that the corresponding parts of the units are exposed to the
phases with preferred interaction type.1 This approach to
describing monomeric units allowed introducing a new two-
dimensional classification of synthetic polymers and aminoac-
ids2,3 and lead to the introduction of a new model for a
monomeric unit, which accounts for the dualistic nature of
monomeric units of amphiphilic macromolecules.4 In this model,
a monomeric unit A is represented as a dumbbell of a
hydrophobic H and a hydrophilic P bead connected by a fixed-
length link.
We have used the molecular dynamics technique to study
the collapse of macromolecules built of amphiphilic monomeric
units A, as well as of copolymers containing also hydrophilic P
and hydrophobic H units in a poor (for H-beads) solvent.4-8
We have found that, as a rule, the globule shape of macromol-
ecules consisting of amphiphilic units is not spherical and
depends on the value of the interaction parameters, the mac-
romolecular length, as well as on the distribution statistics of
the units in the copolymers. Thus, homopolymers of A units
and regular copolymers of amphiphilic A and hydrophobic H
units form spherical, disk-like, or cylindrical globules, and
copolymers with a protein-like distribution statistics of H and
A units form only spherical globules.5 Some of the segments in
cylindrical globules of hydrophilic P and amphiphilic A units
are helically arranged, and elements of secondary structures are
also observed.6
The formation of globules with an unusual morphology is
due to intramolecular phase separation of hydrophilic and
hydrophobic parts of the units: hydrophobic groups are located
in the interior part of the globule and form its nucleus, whereas
hydrophilic ones are arranged on the surface of the nucleus and
form the globule’s shell. Due to the specific structure of the
monomeric units in amphiphilic macromolecules, such globules
have, as a rule, a dense hydrophobic nucleus and a dense
hydrophilic shell, independent of the globule’s shape.
This hydrophilic shell protects the hydrophobic groups in the
macromolecule from interacting with such groups of other
macromolecules and thus prevents aggregation and precipitation
of such macromolecules. A study5 of semidilute solutions of
HA copolymers has shown that spherical globules of protein-
like copolymers, in fact, do not change shape and do not
aggregate even in very poor solvents. Cylindrical globules of
regular copolymers also retain their shape in such solutions but
they can form filament-like aggregates. Such filaments are
formed by several cylindrical globules connected via their ends,
where the hydrophilic shell is not dense enough for a complete
screening of the intermolecular interaction.
The conformational properties of macromolecules7-20 and
properties of their concentrated solutions21,22 depend essentially
on the polymeric chain stiffness. The collapse of stiff macro-
molecules is accompanied not only by a great reduction of the
entropy of the monomeric units, but also by essential energy
losses due to the bends in the polymeric chain. To decrease
these losses, homopolymer stiff-chain macromolecules form not
spherical globules but globules of complex toroidal or rod-like
form.8-17 The amphiphilic stiff-chain macromolecules while
collapsing are obliged form structures which have both minimal
bend energy and “core-shell” organization. Our calculations
show that depending on stiffness parameters amphiphilic
macromolecules form cylindrical globules with a blob-like chain
organization, collagen-like, and toroidal structures.18-20 Hy-
drophobic groups in such structures occupy the inner parts, and
hydrophilic ones are arranged at the surface. The total bending
stress of the chain in this case is rather high because of the
high stiffness of the macromolecule. Therefore, stiff-chain
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macromolecules can be expected, in spite of the hydrophilic
shell, to prefer forming aggregates of several chains in order to
reduce this stress, which is especially high in collagen-like and
toroidal structures.
The aim of the present paper is to study self-organization
processes of amphiphilic macromolecules with various stiffness
and in solvents of different qualities.
2. Macromolecular Model and Experimental Technique
A schematic representation of the model of the macromolecule
used is shown in Figure 1. Each amphiphilic monomeric unit is a
dumb-bell of a H and a P bead connected by a rigid bond of fixed
length. The dumb-bells are connected into a amphiphilic polymeric
chain of length N with a backbone of hydrophobic H beads and
pendant hydrophilic beads P. The backbone of H beads is
semiflexible, with a preferred angle θ0 between the neighboring
bond vectors in the chain.
The temporal evolution of the system was found by solving a
system of Newton equations via the molecular dynamics tech-
nique.23 Unity bond length b ) 1.0 in the macromolecule was
chosen and ensured with the RATTLE algorithm.24
The excluded volume interaction between the nonconnected
beads was given by the repulsion potential of the Lennard-Jones
type
ueV ){4ε[( σtij)12 - ( σtij)6 + 14], rije r00, rij > r0 (1)
where r ij is the distance between the interacting centers i and j,
and r 0 ) 21/6 is the cutoff radius of the potential. Parameter ε in
eq 1 determines the interaction strength and controls the energy
scale, whereas parameter σ characterizes the spatial scale. We have
set σ )  ) 1 for all the pairwise interactions, and all the results
discussed below are, therefore, reported in terms of these natural
units.
The solvent molecules were not considered explicitly in the
calculations, but represented as a continuous medium. Terms
describing friction and terms Ri for Langevin’s uncorrelated noise
were introduced into the equations of motion to account for the
solvent being in contact with an external reservoir with temperature
T. The solvent-induced intrachain hydrophobic-hydrophilic inter-





where f(rij,rc) ) [1 - (rij / rc)2]2 is the screening function; rc) 4σ
is the screening radius of such interactions; h(r) is the Heavyside
function; and parameters εab () εHH, εPP, εHP) describe the
amplitudes of the interactions between the corresponding bead types.
Potential (2) describes the solvent-mediated short-range hydro-
phobic-hydrophilic interactions. In the case of εR ) 0, there are
no additional interactions (either attraction or repulsion) between
the units except the excluded volume interactions given by the
potential (1). We have set the following values for the parameters
in the computer experiments performed: εPP ) 0, εHP ) 3, and εHH
< 0. The nonzero (positive) value of εHP stands for the repulsion
between the H and P groups; the negative parameter εHH describes
the attraction between the hydrophobic groups. We have performed
calculations for two values of εHH chosen so that a single
macromolecule is either in the coil state (εHH ) -2.0) or in the
globular state (εHH ) -5.0).18
The stiffness of the polymeric chains was introduced by an
additional interaction potential between the neighboring units along
the chain
U(ϑ)) εst(θ- θ0)2 (3)
where εst is the stiffness parameter; θ is the angle between the
neighboring bond vectors in the chain; θ0 is the preferred angle,
which was set to 170° in this study.
The stiffness of the chain is characterized by the Kuhn segment
length Lb, which was determined by calculating the radius of
gyration for equivalent chains without the excluded volume
interactions for various values of the stiffness parameter εst (the
calculation procedure is described in detail in paper 4). The
calculations were performed for flexible (Lk ) 2.9), semiflexi-
ble (Lk ) 19.6), and semirigid (Lk ) 29.2) macromolecules
(corresponding to stiffness parameter values εst ) 0; 6; 10 ε/rad2).
To study the properties of stiff-chain amphiphilic molecules, n
polymeric chains were placed into an m × m × m cell employing
periodic boundary conditions.
The sequence for preparing the initial system configuration of
several macromolecules was as follows. One chain in a coil state
(εHH ) 0) was initially placed into a relatively large cell (cell size
m ) 1000) and equilibrated, then the energy εHH was slowly (with
steps ∆εε ) 5 × 10-6) reduced to εHH ) -5.0, so that the
macromolecule went through the coil-globule transition. Globules
equilibrated at εHH ) -5.0 were then cloned and n such globules
were uniformly distributed within a cell of smaller size m, and then
the study of the system evolution began. Two different techniques
were used in this study. In the first procedure the stable state of
the system was determined at the energy value εHH )-5.0, at which
the initial state of the concentrated system of several macromol-
ecules was actually formed. For this purpose long enough simula-
tions were performed for this value of εHH. In the second approach,
the effective solvent quality (εHH) was first increased to -2.0, so
that the globule-coil transition occurred, and then the system was
returned to the state with εHH ) -5.0 and the properties of the
resulting solution were studied.
The number of chains, n, the degree of polymerization, N, of
the macromolecules and the cell size, m, were the same in all the
experiments (n ) 9, N ) 96, m ) 26). The concentration of units
in the cell, C ) 2Nn/m3, was 0.1. The cell size msemi, for which the
globules overlap, can be estimated as msemi ) (4π/3R3g,0.5n)1/3, where
Rg,0.5 is the radius of gyration of a single macromolecule at εHH )
-5.0. The radius of gyration Rg,0.5, and therefore, the cell size, msemi,
depends on the macromolecular stiffness. It was shown experi-
mentally that the mean square radius of gyration R2g,0.5 ) 14.2 at
Lk ) 2.9, R2g,0.5 ) 18.4 at Lk ) 19.6, and R2g,0.5 ) 20.1 at Lk )
29.2. Therefore, the cell size msemi that will cause n ) 9 globules
to overlap is msemi ) 13; 14 and 15 for chains with Lk ) 2.9; 19.6,
and 29.2, respectively. Thus, the calculations were performed in a
cell large enough to allow all the macromolecules in the globular
state to “float” freely in the solution, in spite of the rather high
concentration of monomeric units significantly exceeding the
overlap concentration for chains in the coil state.
The pair correlation function g(r), the statistical structure factor
S(q), and the average aggregation number <M> have been
calculated for hydrophobic units. They were determined for each
Lk value and two different εHH values (εHH ) -2.0 and -5.0). A
visual analysis has also been performed.
The pair correlation function g(r) was determined via the standard
expression
g(r)) V
4πr2(Nn)2〈∑iN ∑j*iN δ(r- rij)〉
where Nn is the number of hydrophobic units in the system, r ij is
the coordinate of the chosen particle, and V is the system’s volume.
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the model of a stiff amphiphilic
homopolymer.
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where q is the wave vector and Nn is the number of the hydrophobic
units in the system. The normalization for S is S(0) ) kBTFT, where
F ) Nn/V is density and XT is the compressibility. Peaks in S(q)
indicate an inhomogeneous monomer units distribution. The
characteristic scale r* of this inhomogeneity is related to the wave
vector value q* of the peak by the familiar relation r* ) 2π/q*.
The aggregation number M was determined as the number of
hydrophobic units in a single cluster. The cluster was determined
as the group of monomers for which the smallest pairwise distance
is less than the critical value: rij < 1.4. To evaluate the average
aggregation number <M>, the M values have been averaged over
all the clusters.
The transitions from energy εHH )-5 to εHH )-2 and backward
from εHH ) -5 to εHH ) -2 were carried out by annealing
procedure with 103 time steps. Regardless of macromolecules
stiffness, all types of initial systems, that is, systems obtained by
cloning of macromolecules and solution arising after both annealing
procedures, were equilibrated during 2 × 106 time steps, and then
the production runs were performed. Equilibration was checked via
the observation that the same results can be obtained by starting
from different initial configurations and by running the simulations
for more time steps. Each production run was equal to 3 × 106
time steps independent of the chain stiffness and effective solvent
quality εHH. For each set of parameters the calculations were
performed for three independent instances.
3. Results and Analysis
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the aggregation number
<M> on time t for a solution of semistiff macromolecules
(polymerization degree N ) 96, Kuhn segment length Lk )
19.6), calculated using the first procedure, that is, via studying
the equilibrated solution of cloned globules at constant energy
εHH )-5.0. The average aggregation number <M> normalized
to the total number of hydrophobic units in the chain is
practically unity: <M>/N ) 1. This value is keeping as constant
over the whole time of the experiment (e.g., 3 × 106 time steps)
in the course of which the macromolecules colloid with each
other many times. Figure 3 presents the dependence of mean-
square displacement of center of mass of macromolecules
<∆R2> on time t, and the dashed line shows the square of
average distance between the macromolecules. One can see that
the mean-square displacement distance <∆R2> becomes equal
to the average distance between the macromolecule shells after
approximately 2 × 105 times step, and thus, one can conclude
that the simulation was run long enough to ensure many
globule-globule collisions.
The fact that the aggregation number <M>/N is equal to unity
means that separate globules do not aggregate in such solutions.
It is clear that the structure of the globules is responsible for
their stability (nonaggregation): hydrophobic groups are located
in the inner part of the globule and are thus protected from
interacting with hydrophobic groups of other chain by a shell
of hydrophilic groups. Similar results have also been obtained
for relatively flexible (Lk ) 2.9) and stiff (Lk ) 29.2)
macromolecules. Thus, in contrast to the cylindrical globules
of hydrophobic-amphiphilic HA copolymers studied in paper,5
globules (also cylindrical in shape) of homopolymeric macro-
molecules, both stiff-chain and flexible-chain ones, do not form
band-like clusters of several macromolecules.
Snapshots of these solutions are shown in Figures 4a,b.
Separate globules can be discerned in all these snapshots. Note
the visible difference in the globule shape of macromolecules
with different stiffness. Thus, in case of stiffer macromolecules
(Lk ) 19.6 and 29.2), the chain in the globule forms strands of
intertwined chain segments. No such strands can be seen in
globules of more flexible macromolecules (Lk ) 2.9); the
globule has a cylindrical shape with blob-like chain arrangement
within this cylinder.
The structure of the globules of stiff-chain amphiphilic
macromolecules is discussed in more detail in our previous
papers on this topic.15-17 Note that the procedure for preparing
the solution of globules via placing macromolecules previously
compacted in an excess of solvent into smaller cells corresponds
to the experimental technique of preparing a concentrated
solution of globules via evaporating a part of the solvent from
a dilute solution.
Then, in accordance with the main aim of this paper stated
above, we enhanced the solvent quality, increasing the interac-
tion parameter of hydrophobic units from εHH ) -5 up to εHH
) -2. As a result, the macromolecules went through a
globule-coil transition, and then the simulation was carried on
at εHH ) -2 for a long time until full equilibration and further
measurements.
Figure 5 shows S(q) obtained according to the procedure
described above for macromolecules with different chain
stiffness. The statistical structure factor S decreases monoto-
nously for solutions of rigid chains (Lk ) 29.2), which indicates,
in the case of finite systems (or systems with periodic boundary
conditions), the formation of a homogeneous solutions.22 The
q-dependence of S(q) for the more flexible chain (Lk ) 19.6)
has two small peaks at q/2π ) 0.16 and q/2π ) 0.18. A peak
at somewhat larger wave vector value q/2π ) 0.19 occurs for
the low-stiffness chains (Lk ) 2.9); this means that regions with
higher concentration of hydrophobic groups can be formed in
such solutions (at distances r ∼ 5σ/6σ). This local microstruc-
turing phenomenon is apparently due to the combination of two
factors: first, the attraction between the hydrophobic groups and
Figure 2. Time t dependence of the average aggregation number <M>;
εHH ) -5, Lk ) 19.2.
Figure 3. Time t dependence of the mean-square displacement <∆R2>
of macromolecule center of mass; εHH ) -5, Lk ) 19.2. Dashed line
shows the average distance between globule surfaces.
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second, the tendency of hydrophilic groups to avoid contact with
each other and with other hydrophobic groups. This micro-
structuring phenomenon is not observed in the case of stiff
macromolecules, because the higher the chain stiffness, the
greater the conformational losses connected with a redistribution
of hydrophobic units. The energy advantage due to microstruc-
turing is apparently higher than the loss in conformational free
energy for the system parameters described above. No definite
conclusion concerning the presence or absence of microstruc-
turing in the system can be made from the solution snapshots
at εHH ) -2 shown in Figure 6. The visual impression is that
the macromolecules fill the total volume of the cell; the chains
are intertwined and the solution appears to be homogeneous.
Figure 7 shows the statistical structure factor S(q) for the
solution at εHH ) -5, obtained via a slow reverse change of
the interaction parameter value from εHH ) -2 down to εHH )
-5.
Two peaks (at q/2π ∼ 0.11 and 0.13) can be seen (Figure 6,
curve 1) for relatively flexible chains (Lk ) 2.9). This means
that separate objects are present in the system with a distance
of r ∼ 7σ and 10σ between them, respectively. These data are
confirmed by the study of the correlation function of the centers
of mass of the macromolecules, gcc(r), shown in Figure 8. The
maxima in gcc(r) clearly occur at exactly the distances r ) 7σ
and 10σ. This means that the ordering in such system exists in
terms of the relative position of separate macromolecules.
Bimodality of gcc(r), that is, the presence of two characteristic
distances between the globules’ centers of mass, indicates that
ordering of the relative positions of the globules exists in more
than one direction. No orientation ordering in the relative
positioning of cylindrical globules has been found.
The existence of separate nonaggregating globules in this case
has also been confirmed by the study of the hydrophobic group
cluster distribution over the aggregation number M (Figure 9).
The maximum value of M can be seen to be always below the
degree of polymerization N ) 96. This means that separate
globules completely isolated from each other are in fact formed
upon solvent quality decrease in concentrated solutions of
amphiphilic macromolecules with relatively low Kuhn segment
lengths.
Let us now discuss Figure 7 once again. Two peaks can be
seen in S(q) for macromolecules with higher stiffness as well
(Lk ) 19.6 and 29.2, Figure 7, curves 2 and 3, respectively).
The positions of the maxima are at q/2π ∼ 1.3-1.4 for
intermediate Lk and q/2π ∼ 0.05 for large Lk. This means that
ordering in such systems is observed at two scales: first, at
distance r ∼ 7σ, second, at r ∼ 20σ, which is close to the size
of the cell studied.
Visual analysis (Figure 10) has helped us understand the type
of microscopic ordering occurring in the system. We see that a
system of separate, nonaggregating cylindrical globules has been
formed in the solution of macromolecules with relatively low
stiffness (Lk ) 2.9). Thus in this case the process of increasing
the interaction parameter εHH and subsequent returning to the
initial state leads to a complete recovery of the state of the
system.
No such recovery was observed in case of more rigid chains
(Figures 10c-f). The macromolecules form braids of several
intertwined chains upon reduction of the solvent quality (increase
of the attraction energy between the hydrophobic groups), and
not separate globules of intertwined segments, as observed in
the initial conformation. It was found that losses in chain
conformation energy is lower for such structures than for
globules because of the absence of sharp bends in the macro-
molecules observed in the latter case. In fact, the total energy
E per chain with Kuhn segment Lk ) 29.2 in the case of a
solution of separate globules is E ) 54.7ε, while in the case of
braid-like conformations it is more than twice as low, that is, E
) 21.1ε. Braids formed by several chains have a high bending
stiffness, and they bend at the cell size scale. This is apparently
the reason for the large-scale correlations in such systems.
Figure 11 shows the εHH dependence of the average aggrega-
tion number <M> for a stiff chain with Lk ) 29.2, acquired in
the process of slow increase of the εHH parameter. The
aggregation number <M> grows monotonously and rather
quickly (<M> ∼ (-εHH)3.9) and reaches <M> ∼ 288 at εHH
) 5.0. This seems to indicate the formation of three braids with
three chains each. However, visual analysis has shown that the
Figure 4. Snapshots of the system at εHH ) -5 and Lk ) 2.9 (a), Lk ) 19.2 (b), Lk ) 29.2 (c).
Figure 5. Dependences of the statistical structural factor S on wave
vector q at εHH ) -2 and Lk ) 2.9 (curve 1), 19.6 (curve 2), and 29.2
(curve 3).
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chains can also form braids with different number of chains,
from two to four. Separate parts of the braids can be connected
via a bridge consisting of a single chain. Because such bridges
are strongly stretched, the distance rij between their hydrophobic
units is larger than 1.4 and, therefore, according to the definition
of a cluster introduced above, such units do not form a cluster.
However, it is clear that the macromolecule forming bridge
between different braids is part of the supramolecular aggregates.
One can propose that two chains are part of supramolecular
aggregate if there exists a contact between any pair of
hydrophobic units H in which one member belongs to one chain
and the other member to the other. To address the number of
macromolecules entering to the supramolecular aggregates we
calculate the aggregation number <Mch> proposing that the
macromolecules enter to one aggregates if the distance between
any two hydrophobic units belonging to different macromol-
ecules is less that 1.4σ. Our calculation shows that in poor
solvent (at εHH ) -5.0) for stiff macromolecules with Lk )
29.2 the supramolecular aggregation number <Mch> ) 9, that
is, all macromolecules form the only aggregate. In case of
flexible macromolecules with Lk ) 2.9 in correspondence with
above conclusion the aggregation number <Mch> ) 0 and
separate globules do not aggregate.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
Concentrated solutions of amphiphilic stiff-chain homopoly-
mers have been considered in this paper.
Solutions of macromolecules in a poor solvent prepared via
two different techniques were studied. The first preparation
technique consisted in cloning globules previously compacted
in an excess of solvent into cells of smaller size. The second
one involved decreasing the solvent quality in a concentrated
solution of amphiphilic macromolecules.
Amphiphilic macromolecules in a dilute solution form rod-
like globules upon compaction, and the details of the globular
structure depend on chain stiffness. Macromolecules with low
stiffness form rod-like globules with blob-like chain arrange-
ment, whereas stiffer ones form collagen-like structure of chain
Figure 6. Snapshots of the cell at εHH ) -2 and Lk ) 2.9 (a), Lk ) 19.2 (b), and Lk ) 29.2 (c).
Figure 7. Dependences of the statistical structure factor S on wave
vector q at εHH ) -5, Lk ) 2.9 (curve 1), Lk ) 19.6 (curve 2), and Lk
) 29.2 (curve 3).
Figure 8. Dependence of the pair correlation function g of centers of
mass of macromolecules on distance r at Lk ) 2.9 and εHH ) -5.
Figure 9. Histogram of the average aggregation number <M>; εHH )
-5, Lk ) 2.9.
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strand folded upon themselves and intertwined. Macromolecules
with intermediate stiffness also form globules with blob-like
substructure, but there is collagen-like ordering within each blob.
Such globules are characterized by a dense shell of hydrophilic
groups, which prevents aggregation of the globules. Therefore,
globules in solutions formed via concentrating dilute solutions
are very stable.
Relatively flexible macromolecules form a solution of separate
nonaggregating globules in case of solvent quality decrease in
concentrated solutions, as well. The globule structure in this
case is almost the same as that of globules formed in dilute
solutions, and there is an ordering in the relative position of
such globules.
Stiffer amphiphilic macromolecules in similar cases (solvent
quality decrease in concentrated solutions) form braids of several
intertwined macromolecules; the braids are bent on the scale
of the cell size. The number of chains forming the braid depends
on chain stiffness and can vary along the braid.
Self-organization of several chains is often met in live
organisms. These are, for example, DNA double helix, fibrillar
proteins (R-keratine, tropomyosin, etc.) formed by long inter-
twined spirals, collagen with molecules formed by three
intertwined strands, and polysaccharides, such as, for example,
κ-carrageenans.26-28
Phenylene-based macromolecules are among the synthetic
analogues of the natural polymers mentioned above.29,30
A series of reports was published on the experimental
observation of self-organization effects in the studies of solutions
of modified poly(p-phenylene)s such as sulfonated poly(p-
phenylene),30-32 dodecyl-substituted poly(p-phenylene) sul-
fonate,33,34 cationic poly(p-phenylene) with tetraethylammonium
perfluoro-1-octanesulfonate,35 poly(sodium-p-phenylene-
sulfonate).36 The backbone in such macromolecules built of
phenylene rings has a rather high stiffness. Either hydrophobic
aliphatic groups or sulfonated groups are attached to each ring;
the latter acquire charge in water solutions and ensure overall
solubility of the macromolecules. Due to such a complex
structure, these stiff-chain molecules self-organize themselves
in solutions and form cylindrical micelles containing several
macromolecules. The hydrophobic units are located in the inner
part of such micelles, and charged groups form the outer shell
which ensures solubility and stability of cylindrical micelles over
a wide concentration range. The aggregation number across the
cylindrical micelles can change from two to several tens of
macromolecules and vary along the cylinder axis, and the length
of such micelles can amount to several lengths of single
macromolecules. These values depend on the ionic strength of
solution, the nature of the side chains, and the nature and charge
of the counterion. Such micelles can form lyotropic liquid-crystal
phases under certain conditions.32,36
The properties of a more flexible meta-poly(phenylene
ethynylene) (m-PPE) with and without grafted alkyl side groups
have been studied in papers.37,38 It was shown that m-PPE
without such groups in a poor (for phenylene backbone) solvent
(90% H2O/DMSO) form single globules that remain dissolved
even in rather concentrated solutions (5000 µg/mL) over several
months. Solubility of these globules is due to the NH3+ groups
grafted to the phenylene units. Globules of m-PPE with
additional alkyl side chains in this solvent at 100 times less the
concentration (50 µg/mL) aggregate and eventually (after two
days) precipitate as the aggregate size increases. It is believed
that these macromolecules aggregate through an extended
amphiphilic structures organized into layers.38
The phenylene-based macromolecules are among most stiff
synthetic macromolecules. For polymers with poly(phenylene)
backbone and sulfonate ester and dodecyl side chains a
persistence length of about 130 Å was determined in ref 39.
On the other hand, according to viscometry and translational
diffusion dates, the Kuhn segment length of phenylated poly(phe-
nylene) in dioxane solutions is 98 Å.40 The stiffness of polymers
described above varies with regard to charge density and
hydrophobicity. Using the Bicerano method,41 we have found
that the Kuhn segment length is equal approximately to 115 Å
for sulfonated poly(p-phenylene)s, 96 Å for meta-poly(phe-
nylene ethynylene) with grafted alkyl group, and 88 Å for meta-
poly(phenylene ethynylene) without such groups. Generally, the
Kuhn segment length of poly(phenylene)s exceeds significantly
the value for typical flexible chain polymers (∼20 Å), which
Figure 10. Snapshots of the system at εHH ) -5 and Lk ) 2.9 (a), Lk ) 19.2 (b), and Lk ) 29.2 (c).
Figure 11. Dependence of the average aggregation number <M> on
εHH at Lk ) 29.2.
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clearly demonstrates the semiflexible character of phenylene-
based macromolecules.
Thus, an analogy can be traced between the amphiphilic
macromolecules studied in this paper and phenylene-based ones
(i.e., meta-poly(phenylene ethynylene) without alkyl side chains
and modified poly(p-phenylene)). The macromolecular backbone
is rather stiff and hydrophobic in both cases, and side groups
are hydrophilic, that is, they prefer to be exposed to the solvent
and tend to avoid contact with each other and with hydrophobic
groups. No wonder, therefore, that results obtained in our study
qualitatively agree with the experimental ones. These include
formation of soluble globules by amphiphilic macromolecules
with sufficient fraction of hydrophilic side chains in a poor (for
backbone) solvent (e.g., meta-poly(phenylene ethynylene) with-
out alkyl groups and less stiff macromolecules), high stability
of these globules even in highly concentrated solutions, forma-
tion of cylindrical micelles by stiffer amphiphilic chains (i.e.,
modified poly(p-phenylene)s and more stiff macromolecules),
so that micelle length exceeds that of a single macromolecule.
The Kuhn segment lengths of m-PPE with and without alkyl
side chains are rather closed, so apparently the difference in
conformational behavior of these macromolecules is caused by
properties of their side-chains. Thus, one can conclude that the
structure arising in solution of semiflexible amphiphilic mac-
romolecules depends not only on stiffness of macromolecule
backbone but on the affinity of their side-chains with solvent.
Computer experiments with macromolecules modeling
poly(phenylene) have been performed in paper.42 The model
molecules had stiff hydrophobic backbone with grafted flexible
hydrophobic side-chains containing charged groups. Stability
conditions and maximum aggregation numbers for the specially
prepared cylindrical micelles have been determined via calculat-
ing the stability period for these micelles.
In contrast to paper,39 we succeeded in obtaining cylindrical
aggregates via self-organization of stiff-chain amphiphilic
macromolecules from a concentrated solution.
Note, however, that the systems we studied contained only a
relatively small number of molecules in each cell. In order to
determine the equilibrium number of macromolecules in a braid,
calculations for a greater number of chains per cell and chains
of smaller length should apparently be performed, and the results
should be scaled accordingly. Such calculations will be reported
in our future publications.
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